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Abstract: Search-based test-data generation techniques have been widely used in code level testing. Testing of various functional and non-functional properties has been targeted, as has fulfilling certain structural coverage criteria. This work takes a step further to attempt test-data generation at the higher levels of abstraction offered by Simulink models. Code testing has been proven successfully at industrial level and industries are working on it since many years. Hence, a flexible tool for testing of models can be a great boon to the industry. Presently, less number of tools is available for this purpose and that was the motivation for me to make this framework. In my work I have investigated such models and have made a wide-ranging, adaptable, automatable framework for testing these models. This flexible testing framework allows analysis of even smallest unit of blocks as well as high level design blocks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software is taking an increasingly important role in high integrity applications, such as automotive and aircraft control systems, chemical processing plants, etc. Software development typically includes activities for ensuring the correct and safe operation of the software. Such activities are known collectively as Verification and Validation (V&V). During verification, the software is checked against some model of the system that represents the intentions of the designers and the wishes of the customer. The validation process ensures that any assumptions made during its development were correct and the delivered system satisfies both the customer and safety certification authorities. Simulink is a block diagram environment for multi domain simulation and Model-Based Design. It supports system-level design, simulation, automatic code generation, and continuous test and verification of embedded systems. Simulink provides a graphical editor, customizable block libraries, and solvers for modelling and simulating dynamic systems. It is integrated with MATLAB, enabling us to incorporate MATLAB algorithms into models and export simulation results to MATLAB for further analysis. In many application domains, such as automotive application, embedded systems become increasingly complex and interdependent. This development is intensified by the demand for even more efficient and safe transportation systems. In the late development phases, when system integration testing is performed, this development poses a challenge to validation and verification in industry. The desired system reaction of one input stimulus sequence is determined by many factors. Moreover, the evaluation of the system reaction is complex as it consists of discrete and continuous signals as e.g. actuators and network messages. All of them are to be checked w.r.t. the functional and non-functional requirements. It is hardly possible to integrate all this information in one test model. Especially when it comes to the testing of hybrid systems, advanced approaches are needed. One should not limit the test evaluation to some outputs. For a sound estimation of the reliability all outputs should be verified.

For the verification and validation we present a model-driven approach in which the complexity is handled by a combination of reference model, test template and test harness with models in MATLAB/Simulink that describe aspects of the requirements. Test-data generation problems can be categorized into three classes according to the source artefact the test generation is based on: specification-based, architecture-based and program-based. Given the source, one needs to define how rigorous a set of tests will constitute sufficient testing. This leads to the notion of coverage criteria. Coverage criteria can be structure-oriented, fault-oriented or error-oriented. These concepts were initially put forward for program-based test-data generation. However, they should also apply to specification or architecture based testing.

II. FLOW DIAGRAM

- Selection of Subsystem
- Generation of Reference model
- Generation of Test Template
- Populating values in Test Template
- Generation of Test Harness
- Testing
- Report Generation
III. TESTING PROCESS

In order to test any system one should consider the possible blocks which might be used in model. Every time it is not necessary that it requirements are of testing only higher level model or whole system. It may require testing some part of system in order to testing small modules of system. Hence vast coverage ranging from small system to complicated large systems is required.

3.1 Generation of reference model

In order to test any such systems first step is to generate reference model. For generating reference model, first the person who is testing the system should select proper subsystem to test. After selection of proper subsystem another model is being generated, which reflects the original System Under Test (SUT). In the procedure of reference model generation some parameters are being considered. The reason of taking care of such parameter is that it is not require that every time inputs are given by inports only. It is possible that some parameters are defined differently and values are given other way. One of the example is suppose constant block is defined inside the model with variable name define instead of constant value and that variable is defined in workspace, value of such variable will not change for particular case but it may be different for different test cases. Another example is use of memory blocks, combination of data set memory blocks, memory write blocks and memory read blocks may be used to change the value at run time. So such configurable parameter can be change at the run time of particular case. Rather than this Enable and/or Trigger subsystems are also should be consider. Reference model is being generated from original model. It is another model which just takes selected model/subsystem with all the implemented blocks inside it and creates new model.

3.2 Generation of Test Template

For testing any model or subsystem testing vector and test cases plays major role. In order to provide such test cases to reference model Test Template (TT) is generated. TT consists of inputs, outputs and possible variables from reference model with its data type. This blank TT should be populated with numerical values and number of Test cases can be generated for single SUT. Multiple test cases can be tested at a time by single TT. TT is generated in the excel file format for ease of person who is testing. By adding multiple sheets, multiple test cases may be added.

3.3 Generation of Test Harness

Test harness is building a blocks surrounding SUT. It is being generated from populated test template and automatically generated reference model using test framework. Test harness is generated by taking care of values populated in test template w.r.t time. It takes care of giving required value to particular input at particular time specified in test cases. It also takes care of data conversion at required stages. Test harness gives provision of selecting particular test case.

3.4 Appending Test Harness

In order to change test vector values, there is provision of changing value in TT and appending test harness according to changes made in TT. It simply changes input and output values as per new values w.r.t time.

3.5 Testing

Testing runs SUT for the time period as per test case and gets results from that compilation. The results are being recorded as actual outputs. Comparison of actual and expected outputs gives final result that either particular test vector passes or fails. This is displayed accordingly. There is provision of testing single or multiple test cases at a time.

3.6 Automatic report generation

After testing is done the detailed report of testing results is required. Report generation facilitates this requirement. It generates report according to selection. It also facilitate of getting some results to TT for comparison.

IV. RESULTS

(Figure 1: Example of Model)
(Figure 2: Example of Subsystem)

(Figure 3: Example of Reference model)

(Figure 4: Example of Test Template)
V. Conclusion

The results in this paper show that it is possible to use search techniques to provide an automatic test-set generation framework for testing Simulink models. The test-sets generated with this framework are both efficient (small size) and effective (high coverage). The dynamic test-data generation approaches have demonstrated its effectiveness (high coverage/success-rate) and efficiency (low computational cost) in the generation of certain test vectors. The test-set extraction facilities have been shown to be useful to improve the cost efficiency of testing.

This is effective tool for testing Simulink models and generating reports. This framework analyses parameters at all level of model and hence gives vast coverage.
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